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       To excel in this topic, a thorough grasp of the following is essential:  

   ●  Properties of  || and ⏊ lines, triangles, quadrilaterals, circles and tangents. 

   ●  Midpoint-, gradient- and distance formula. 

   ●  Relationship between Angle of Inclination and Gradient of a line. 

   ●  Algebraic manipulation of a circle’s equation from one form to another, 

        i.e from general form to mid-point/radius form and vice-versa. 

 

 

 

1.    A circle has the equation 2 2 4 2 4 0x y x y     .  Write down the coordinates of its centre 

       and the value of the  radius. 

 

2.   A circle has the equation 2 2( 3) ( 4) 20x x    . Determine the gradient of the tangent to the  

      circle at the point (1; 0). 

 

3.   Find the possible values of   for which the line    is a tangent to the circle with  

    equation . 

  

4.   For what range of values of  c   does the equation  2 2 6 4 0x y x y c       represent  a circle? 

 

5.   For what range of values of  k  does the equation  2 2 4 2 2 0x y kx ky k       represent a    

      circle?  

 

 

6.   The sketch represents a circle in the Cartesian plane                                                          

      with centre  C ( 3;4)  and passing through the origin.                                                      

 

      Determine the equation of the circle. 

        

                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                            ● C (-3 ; 4)                                    

                                                                                                                                     

 

     

                                                                                                                              



                                                                                                                                                                                                   
7.   The diagram on the right shows a circle with equation                                                                               

      2 210 2 14 0x x y y      and a straight line  
1l ,                                                                                                   

       with equation  2 1,y x   intersecting the circle at 

       A  and  B.  

 

       Determine the x -coordinates of  A  and  B. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 

 

 

8.   The line  is a tangent to a circle which passes 

      through  and . 

      Determine the equation of the circle. 

 

 

 

 

 

9.   The diagram on the right shows a circle with equation 

      2 210 2 14 0x x y y      and a straight line  
1l , 

       with equation  2 1,y x   intersecting the circle  

        at  A  and  B. 

 

      Determine the equation of line 
2l , 

      the perpendicular bisector of AB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.  Two identical circles touch at the point  P      

        as shown in the diagram. One of the circles has 

        equation 2 210 4 12 0x x y y      

 

        Determine the equation of the other circle. 

 

  

        

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

11.     The shape shown in the diagram is made up 

         of three semi-circles with centres A, B and C, 

         and which are also collinear. DE is a diameter 

         of one of the semi-circles. The coordinates of 

         D and E are   and   respectively. 

 

11.1   Determine the equation of the circle with centre  A 

       .  and with diameter DE 

       

11.2   Determine the coordinates of  F and  C  respectively, 

          given that the equation of the circle with centre B  

          and diameter EF is  2 2 16 16 80 0.x y x y       

 

  11.3    Determine the perimeter of the dotted shape which, 

             in the diagram, is represented by the thick black line, 

             given that the equation of the circle with centre C is  

             2 2( 2) ( 4) 325x y     

 

  

                                                                                                                               

 

12.   The pilot coming in to land has to make sure that his plane                    y 

         is constantly equidistant from two landing lights situated at                      (16;30) L1 

         the beginning of, and at right angles to, the runway. 

         The lights, shown as L1  and L2 , have coordinates                                                          L2 (20;25) 

         (16 ; 30) and  (20 ; 25)  respectively.                                                                          

                                                                                   

         Determine the equation of his flight path (shown here                               O                     x  

         as a red dashed line), in the form,       

 

 

                                                                                                                             

 

13.   In the diagram,  P, R and S are the vertices of PRS.  

        P is a point on the  –axis.  R is ( 6; 12)   .                                            y                    

        The altitude RN passes through the origin, O  and    

         the equation of PR  is                                

         Determine:                                                                                               P 
 

13.1   The gradient of  PS.                                                                                    N 

                                                                                                                 

13.2   The equation of line  PS                                                                         O                     S         x 
 

13.3   The value of  n  if the coordinates  
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           of N are          

 

 13.4   The  coordinates of  S,  if the median SM                       R  
           of  PRS  also passes through the origin.                                               

         

 

                 

14.   A penny-farthing bicycle on display in a museum, 

        when drawn to scale on a cartesian plane, has the 

        equation   for the small wheel, 

        and   for the 

        front wheel. 

 

14.1   Determine the distance between the centres   

          of the two wheels.  (AB on the sketch)                                                                                          

 

14.2   Calculate, to the nearest mm, the clearance,                                                     B 

          i.e. the smallest gap between the front and 

          the rear wheels, if 1 unit equals 5cm. 

                                                                                              A  

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

          

 

15.   When newspapers were printed by lithograph, 

         the newsprint  had to run over three rollers, as 

         illustrated in the diagram by three circles. The 

         centres A, B and C of the three circles are collinear. 

        The equations of the the two outer circles A and C 

        are     and 

          respectively. 

 

       Determine the equation of the central circle  B. 

 

 

 

 

 

16.   In the diagram, circle centre C touches circle                  

        centre A, with C on the same vertical line as A.              y 

        Circle centre B touches circle centre A, with 

        AC = 3 units and AB = 6 units.  CAB = . 

        The equation of circle centre A is given by                                                           

        2 2( 2) ( 1) 1x y                                                                                                  
B            

                                                                                                  O                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
16.1   If AC is parallel to the y -axis, determine the                    



          equation of circle C.                                                                   A                

          

                                                                                                                  

 16.2   If circle A and circle C are two fixed circles  

           i.e. are stationary and do not move, but circle B                      C 

           can rotate and in such a way, that as it rolls along                                                                                                                                                   

           the circumference of circle A, allowing  to take 

           on varying magnitudes. 

           If 0 0[0 ;180 ]  , determine the value of  that gives  ABC its maximum surface area. 

   

                                                                                      
17.   Find the possible values of  for which the line    is a tangent to the circle 

     . (Hint: A tangent to a circle implies equal roots for the intersection of the  

      two graphs, the line and circle)  

 

 

 

 

18.   The equation of a circle with centre M is .           

  

18.1  Determine the coordinates of  M and the radius 

                      of the circle and hence whether the circle passes                                                                        

                      through the origin.                                                              
 

18.2   Determine the coordinates of the point  P  if  OP                                            

          is the diameter of the circle.                                                                                                                                                                                                        

18.3   The equation of the line  OQ is                                                                                     

          Determine the coordinates of  Q.                                                                                        

18.4   Determine the magnitude of  ∠POQ.                                                                                                                

18.5   Determine the equation of the tangent to the circle at P.                                                                                                                            

18.6   Determine the coordinates of  C.      

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

19.   In the diagram on the right, M, T(–1 ; 5),  N(x ; y) and                           

        P(7 ; 3) are vertices of trapezium MTNP having TN | | MP.                   y 

        Q(1 ; 1) is the midpoint of MP.  PK is a vertical line and                                    N(x;y) 

        ∠KS = θ.  The equation of  NP  is  y = –2x + 17.  

                                                                                                  T(-1;5)                                       P(7;3) 

19.1   Write down the coordinates of  K.                                                                                            



19.2   Determine the coordinates of  M.                                                                   Q(1;1)                                     

19.3   Determine the gradient of  PM.                                                        S        O                  K        x 

19.4   Calculate the size of  θ.                                                M 

19.5   Hence, or otherwise, determine the length of  PS.     

19.6   Determine the coordinates of  N.   

19.7   If  A(a ; 5)  lies in the Cartesian plane:     

19.7.1     Write down the equation of the straight line representing the possible positions of  A.  

19.7.2     Hence, or otherwise, calculate the value(s) of  a  for which  ∠AQT = 45°.    

 

  

            

20.   Given that the equation of a circle is   . Determine the following: 

 

20.1   The coordinates of the centre of the circle and the length of its radius.               

20.2     Whether the point  T( 3; -3)  lies inside, outside  or on the circle. Show all your calculations.              

20.3     Show that the circle with equation    touches the given circle. Show 

            all your calculations and give a reason for the conclusion drawn. 

 

 

21.   In the diagram, the equation of the circle having                             y 

        centre M is   R is a point  

        on chord  AB  such that  MR  bisects  AB.  ABT  

        is a tangent to the circle having centre  N(3 ; 2)                                                   N(3 ; 2) 

        at point  T(4 ; 1).    

                                                                                                                   O                          T(4 ; 1)    x 

21.1   Write down the coordinates of  M.                                           M 

21.2   Determine the eq. of  AT  in the form  y = mx + c.                                           B 

21.3   If it is further given that  MR =   units,                                                R 

          calculate the  length of  AB.  Leave your                          

          answer in simplest surd form.                                                       
A          

21.4   Calculate the length of  MN.    

21.5   The other circle having centre  N, touches the circle having centre  M  at point  K.  

          Determine the equation of the new circle in the form   .  

    

   

22.   The circle’s centre is A(-2; 5).  The points  B(4; 7)  en  C(-4; -1)  are points on the circle’s 

        circumference. 

                                                                                                                                     y   

22.1     Determine the equation of the circle.                                                                                  



22.2     Determine the equation of the straight line BC.                                                                         

22.3     Calculate the length of chord  BC.                                                                                   B               

22.4     Determine the equation of the perpendicular bisector                                A                                     

            of  BC. 

22.5     Use analytical methods to show that the perpendicular                                                                                                  

             bisector of a chord passes through  the centre of a circle.                                O                     x       

                                                                                                                             C                                                                                                                                                          
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

23     In the diagram alongside a circle with  diameter HG is given with H(–2 ; 3) and G(4 ; –7).      

                                                                                                                                y 

23.1   Calculate the coordinates of M, the midpoint of the circle.            H(-2; 3)                        J(4; 3) 

23.2   Determine the equation of the circle in the form                                              O                      x 

                                                                                          M 

23.3   Determine the equation of the tangent to the circle at H.                                                G(4 ; -7) 

23.4   Calculate the size of  ∠JGH  (to the nearest degree),                                                                      

          if  J(4 ; 3) is a point on the circle.   

23.5   Determine the equation of the new circle if circle with midpoint  M is shifted 3 units to the left.  

23.6  If circle with midpoint M is reflected in the   line, determine the equation of this new  

         circle. 

 

 

 

 

24.   Determine the following pertaining to circles in the Cartesian plane: 

 

24.1   The equation of the circle with centre   and where the y -axis is a tangent to the circle.  

24.2   The x -coordinates of the points of intersection of the straight line 52  xy  and a circle with 

          equation  1022  yx . 

24.3   The length of the radius of the new circle if the area of the circle with equation    

          is doubled in size. 

 

 

 

 

 



25.1   Determine the equations of the two tangents to the circle                                 y 

         from the point   outside the circle.                  P(-1; 8) 

 

25.2   Show that the two tangents,  PA  and  PB,  have equal lengths.    

 

                                                                                                                                                   A                                    

                                                                                                                         B 

                                                                                                                                      O                        x 

 

                                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 26.   A circular ring with a radius of 4 meters hangs from                                           y 

        a ceiling on the end of a chain that is 16 meters long.                       ceiling 

        An ant starts walking up from the underside in a clock- 

        wise direction. At which point,  P(a; b), will he first see 

        the hook on the ceiling onto which the chain is attached?                                         16 

         

                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                -4     O        4            x 

                                                                                                                              ant                                            

                                                                                                                       

 

 

27.   In the diagram alongside, MN  and  MP  are                               y 

        the perpendicular bisectors of  AB and  AC                                 8 

        respectively, the two sides of  ∆ABC  with                                            M 

        vertices                                   6 

        The eq. of MN  and  MP  are  and                                                                                                                                  

           respectively.                                                       4                                    C(7; 4) 

                                                                                                                                 

27.1   Determine the coordinates of  M.                                               2              P 

                                                                                               A(-2; 1)             N                B(4; 1)                                        

27.2   Determine the equation of the perpendicular                           -2          0        2          4         6          8     x                                        

          bisector of  BC. 

 



27.3   Hence or otherwise, determine whether this perpendicular  bisector also  passes through  M. 

 

27.4   Show that a circle with centre  M  and radius  MC  will pass through all three the vertices  

          of  ∆ABC. 

 

27.5   What is such a circle called?   

 

 

 

 

28.   A circle  with centre  M   is inscribed in                           y                   A 

        ∆AOB. The circle touches  OA  at  N  and                                            

        the  x-axis at P .  Determine the following: 

                                

28.1   The equation of  OA, the tangent to the circle.                           N     

                                                                                                                                 M                                                                      

28.2   The coordinates of  M, the centre of the circle.                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                             x   

28.3   The equation of the circle.                                                      O                 P             B         

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

29.   A circle with centre  P  touches the  y – axis at  K(0; 7)                                        y 

        and passes through the point  L(   as shown in 

        the sketch.  Determine the coordinates of  P, the centre 

        of the circle. 

                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                     P(a; b)       K(0; 7) 

 

                                                                                                                                            L(-1; 2) 

                                                                                                                                                      x 
                                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

*30.   In the sketch alongside, BOAC is a rhombus with                       y 

             coordinates:  O(0; 0), A(a; 0), C(a+b; c)  and  B(b; c).        

             Prove that the diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular.                B(b; c)                C(a+b; c) 

             i.e.  they bisect each other at right angles. 

 

 

                                                                                                                   O                      A(a; 0)    x        
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       * (NOTE:  A slightly challenging, analytical  proof ).   

  

 

31.   Given in the diagram below, is a circle with centre            

        and equation . The tangent  to  

        the given circle  is drawn.  is the point . 

                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Determine the length of tangent . 

        Leave your answer in surd form. 

 

 

32.    and   are points on a circle. The equation of a diameter of the circle, , 

        is . Determine the coordinates of the centre of the circle.  

 

 

 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOO   END OF QUESTIONS ON ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY   OOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

 

 

Space for some notes 
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